1988 yamaha razz

The SH50 enjoyed an impressive 15 year run with being its last. The Minarelli engine is a well
designed air cooled, 50cc 2-stroke that is reliable and quite peppy. The Zuma and Jog utilized
high end versions of this motor, while the Razz got a simpler version that lacked a continuously
variable transmission CVT transmission and instead used a simpler single speed design. In its
stock form, the Razz tops out just over 30mph thanks to both its single speed gearing and
detuned power. Yamaha reduced the output from the Minarelli for the Razz with a few tweaks
like a lower compression ratio. The Razz design in North America was pretty basic fare. The
brakes are basic drum stoppers, which is adequate for most riders considering the light weight
of this scooter. The Razz was one of the lightest scooters available, weighing just lbs dry.
Realistically, owners get about 80mpg in normal mixed use. The Razz shared some parts with
its Jog family member. If you are looking for parts for your Razz, you might want to check on
the microfiche at BikeBandit. The Razz also got only a left side mirror. A right side mirror was
available for an extra charge. One downside to the Razz is that storage is non-existent. The gas
tank and vertical Minarelli engine consume all the space under the seat and Yamaha opted to
save costs by omitting any sort of a glovebox. Yamaha did sell a few accessories for the Razz,
specifically a windscreen, rear case and rear basket. The SH50 enjoyed a surprisingly long run
from to See also 4. The Honda did have an underseat storage though which the Razz lacked.
Back then there were no scooters from Italy, China or Taiwan to under cut the price of the Razz.
Well taken care of Razz scooters remain reliable machines. Yamaha Scooters. Vespa Scooters.
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Stories. Yamaha Morphous CP Privacy Terms. Search Advanced search. Quick links. I'm new
and like the way you give people help in this forum. My Yamaha Riva Razz bogs down and
almost stalls going up hills and also when I try full throttle on flat roads. I know nothing about
repairing cars, etc. I am learning as I go along. So far have new petcock, battery, air filter, and
am waiting for the following parts: back of air cleaner case with joint and clip that clamps to
carburetor, also new screws, duct snorkel and screw for the end of the snorkel. All I know so far
is how to take off the air cleaner box and I found the air mixture screw on the left side of carb
facing front of scooter and the idle screw on the right side facing back side of scooter of the
carb. Don't know how to remove the back frame yet but it has obviously been in a crash and the
plastic is broken off enough that I don't have to yet. Someone online gave a good report of
everything that would need to be checked for this bogging down problem, so I am starting at the
beginning and fixing the air cleaner first. My scooter starts easily with the kick start starter
doesn't work so that is no problem. I am still riding it around and it is real peppy on the flat
roads. I don't see any other way to get it from the petcock to the carb. It was folded in half twice
but I ran it between two metal tubes on top of the carburetor don't know what they are called. Is
that bad? I am wondering if this metal gets hot if it will melt the vacuum hose??? Thanks in
advance for any help. Last edited by michele on Mon Jul 23, pm, edited 1 time in total. I am not
to familiar with your model but it sounds like you need all the air box parts to get proper air
flow. Well I agree the vacuum line should not be folded or pinched. I think it is ok the way you
fixed it, but I hope Bear chimes in on this one for advice, he is the expert. Tinkering with a Riva
and a couple of old Puch SV's. No, I don't think anything has been modified. I was able to get it
up to 25 on the flat road when I first got the gas station to get it running. But I started viewing
forums to learn how to turn the idle down and discovered the guy at the gas station did a few
things I didn't like. He had part of my old foam filter in front of the carburetor hole in addition to
the new OEM filter I had bought for it and took to him. I read you shouldn't block that hole. He
also forgot to hook the air filter box to the carburator with that rubber piece. And it was idling
way too high. I think he just forgot to do this stuff after he got it running. I don't trust him any
more but was really happy he got it running. He said the hoses were switched. He has since
moved. He seemed to jury-rig things anyway and didn't seem to know what he was doing. But
since I took that extra piece of filter from in front of the carb hole and tried to mess with the air
screw I can only get up to 21 mph. It previously was completely screwed in tight. I do have a
little bit of blue smoke out the tailpipe. It seems to have a great engine, transmission, and
carburetor because I have been all over the place with it, and I know it is not tuned properly. I
was looking for the headlight handlebar plastic part but found it on ebay and learned to replace
that body part. Last edited by michele on Sat Aug 18, pm, edited 2 times in total. Like you stated
wait for original parts you have ordered and go from there. I forget the usual top speed The
missing air box piece could quite likely be the source of your 'bogging' trouble. I'd get it fixed
ASAP because lean motors run hotter and you could damage something - especially on

extended rides. I do not want to damage the engine. The speedometer only goes to 30pmh. I am
just happy to drive around 15 mph but need to get it to be able to do about 25 so I can make it
up the hills around here and be able to step on it if I need to get out of the way quick. I'll take off
the existing air box and start where? Something like that???? You can also inspect the jets to
make sure they're clean. I just wanted to highlight parts. What jets are you referring to? Can you
show me a picture of the jets? The guy that sold the scooter to me supposedly cleaned the
carburetor. I remember the day he said the carburetor was soaking when he was trying to get it
to run to sell it and then he got it put back together and it ran about 30 feet but the fuel cock was
leaking gas. Also, the garage I took it to after that, as an afterthought told me they cleaned the
carburetor although that is doubtful. What I thought I might do first is take off the existing air
filter case and try adjusting the air and fuel screws. What would you recommend? Can take
apart a carburetor and clean it and don't have any trouble knowing where things go I hope! Last
edited by michele on Sat Aug 18, pm, edited 1 time in total. There's a lot of stuff going in a
carburator, but at wide open throttle the main jet is by far the most important thing. The needle
is irrelevant at fuel throttle and it's fully withdrawn from the main needle. The purpose of this
tapered needle is to add fuel gradually ie. Anyways, the point is that if you're missing half of
your airbox then you're probably getting significantly more air flow than the carb is set up for.
You could go through the tedious process of re-jetting the entire carb, but that would require
replacing the main jet with something larger and frankly, it's a big job that's not a good road to
start down unless you're willing to spend a LOT of time learning the craft. So in summary, just
put the carb at its stock specs the best you can, and then once you get the proper air filter and
air box parts in place you can see how it runs. There's a good chance that'll solve your problem.
Then reinstall the box to see if it is set right. It's coming from that white protrusion on the
underside of the tank. Does anyone know what this is? Looks like maybe it should have a hose
on it???? It doesn't say in the manual. Here's a picture of my oil tank. After cleaning it up, it
appears the person who sold it to me had just spilled a lot of oil all over the place when he filled
the oil tank up. Also, the protrusion underneath snaps into the plastic underneath the tank. Last
edited by michele on Wed Jul 25, pm, edited 1 time in total. What a difference! Goes 25 now
easy faster down hills and does not bog down AT ALL or want to stall up hills even when I open
full throttle. It seems like I have 2 gears going up hill I hit the choke [which now works in this
situation] and it gets a boost of power and I then can get up those hills which I never could
before. Of all the searching I have done on the net reading about the Razz bogging down or
stalling, no one ever mentioned the snorkel. I wonder if they know that hole shouldn't be there
on the air case? I think that snorkel will address my whole problem of bogging down because
putting the duct tape on there made a world of difference. Since I wiped off the bottom of the oil
tank, I haven't seen any oil dripping so still am not sure where that leak is around the tank. As
soon as I can find somewhere to get a few quarts of Yamalube 2S oil, I want to bypass the oil
tank and just mix 50 to 1 in my gas can and skip that whole thing. Ridiculous plus shipping. I'm
in the middle of nowhere in the foothills of the Ozarks and it's very hilly around here and there
are no Yamaha places for at least miles and O'Reilly's won't order it for me. Anyway, just wanted
to pass this info on to others. Also, I found a website today of a guy [Dave Wilson] who took
pictures along the way of everything he did to get his Razz running. Very good pictures of each
step taken to clean the carberator, and lots more. Check it out Who is online Users browsing
this forum: No registered users and 3 guests. Look your part numbers up online. Reconfirm
your part numbers prior to placing your order. If you are unsure of your choices, call our Parts
Dept before submitting your order. Our website is updated weekly through Yamaha.
Occasionally the site will display part status incorrectly or as Unavailable. Please check back or
call us, as the status may change with the next update. Some parts will display as
"back-ordered". This means the USA warehouses are out of stock. It may be available from
Japan immediately, and can ship to us in just a few days. Some older parts displayed are no
longer available. If so, no price will be shown or they will be marked Discontinued. We stock
thousands of OEM Yamaha parts. As stated above, stock levels change weekly so check back
or call us for questionable availability. Orders usually ship from our shipping center the same
day as the order is fulfilled. When parts must come from the manufacture's warehouse,
additional time for fulfillment may be required. When your items are packed by us for shipping
and there is an additional expense greater than originally charged, we will contact you by phone
or email for the additional shipping charges prior to shipping your order. We apologize that we
cannot estimate this in advance but each item and final shipping destination can vary. Please
contact us soon after placing your order if you wish to expedite your order. For additional
shipping charges we can change your shipping preference. We offer Express, Next Day and 2nd
Day shipping. We will reply with cost and payment instructions. Parts availability, delivery
service providers, weather and other factors may affect your delivery. We must receive your

request for a RAC no more than 15 days after you receive your order to qualify for a return.
Condition and shipping costs of the returned item s is the responsibility of the purchaser. DO
NOT tear, cut, tape, re-tape, mark, or write on original boxes or packages, or cover labels or
barcodes. Leave all purchase stickers on packages. Any part s that were sold as part of a
bundle or assembly may NOT be returned as individual parts without the complete return of the
assembly. Please do not send us parts that do not meet the return requirements listed above, as
we do not issue refunds for non-qualifying items and cannot return the items to you. List the
Qty. Part Number, Description and Price Paid for items you wish to return. We will reply to your
e-mail or mail and send you a unique Return Authorization Card. Site Powered by vNext
Technologies , Inc. Sign In my account. Contact Us. EXCEPT, when parts are returned and
deemed by seller to be unsatisfactory due to a manufacturers defect. We will add your return
handling costs to your refund in this case. Make Yamaha. Model Razz. Electric start. Luggage
rack. Available June There will be more pictures available upon request. We also offer great
financing terms for qualifying credit. Call us for buying or trading your motorcycle, atv, or
snowmobile. Fresh new paint and dependable for short trips on any road because it's street
legal. It is a fun little moped ideal for students going back and for from home to school. Or
someone a a major university where parking is rough for a car, and only traveling a few miles a
day from the dorms. Model TT-RE. Model PW Model YZF-R6. Make Suzuki. Over the previous
generation, it enhanced the running performance and in-town versatility of the popular V-Strom
brand. The cc, v-twin engine features outstanding performance in low-to mid rpm range and has
impressive styling that stands out in form and function. The V-Strom ABS is an environmentally
friendly vehicle that has excellent fuel economy for daily commuting and weekend touring. The
Suzuki V-Strom is just what you dreamed of to tackle on your exotic getaway. The ABS monitors
wheel speed, and matches stopping power to available traction. An efficient engine design
delivers high mileage and class-leading riding range. Twin iridium spark plugs for each cylinder
for better spark strength and combustion efficiency contributing to increased power, a more
linear throttle response, easier engine start-up and a more stable idle. The 6-speed transmission
is tailored for active sporty rides with tighter 1st through 5th gear ratios, while keeping highway
cruises comfortable with a tall top gear. Lightweight and rigid twin-spar aluminum-alloy frame
and swingarm contribute to smooth handling performance and excellent stability at
high-speeds. Front dual mm-disc brakes and rear mm-disc brakes deliver smooth, controllable
stopping power. Expansion-resistant high-pressure brake hose enhances the responsive brake
feel. A 3-way height-adjustable windscreen, carefully shaped with extensive wind tunnel testing,
efficiently reduces wind noise and rider fatigue. Functional seat combines red-stitched
leather-look sections and suede-look, slip-resistant surfaces, and is topped off with an
embossed V-Strom logo. A lightweight, one-pie. Make Harley-Davidson. MY, miles. Color Amber
Whiskey. Garage kept and never laid down. Bike is in perfect condition. Clean title in Hand. If
not please dont waste our time. Contact: two four6 eig ht6two2. Not even miles! Everything
looks and works like new. Definitely a must see. Brand new battery and air filter. Starts up
without hesitation, runs and rides flawlessly. Scooters in this great of shape don't come around
everyday. Day Heights, OH. Alamo Heights, TX. Port Jefferson Station, NY. Fairbury, IL.
Gloucester, VA. Memphis, TN. Olmos Park, TX. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Motorcycles for Sale Yamaha Razz. Year Make Yamaha Model Razz. Category - Engine 49cc cc
Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Make
Yamaha 7 Harley-Davidson 1 Suzuki 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily
Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. The Yamaha Razz is a low-speed scooter with a 50cc engine.
Yamaha started producing the Razz in as a cheap and fuel efficient transportation option. The
Razz can achieve a fuel economy close to 80 miles per gallon. Modifying the engine can be
difficult, but scooter enthusiasts have discovered a number of ways to add speed and torque to
the vehicle. The 50cc engine that comes standard with the Yamaha Razz tops out at close to 30
miles per hour. Modifying the engine can be difficult, requiring mechanical skills as well as a
high level of competence in driving the vehicle. To get the most performance out of the Yamaha
Razz, an owner must maintain the vehicle with care. Driving off-road and up steep hills can put a
lot of strain on the small Razz engine and may lead to premature mechanical troubles. To
prevent this sort of engine malfunction, it is best to ride the Razz on flat, paved surfaces that
reduce the overall wear and tear. Starting the engine at least once a week and letting it run can
help keep the interior parts lubricated and running smoothly. The Yamaha Razz comes with an
ignition that has a built-in speed limiter, making engine modifications difficult and expensive.
The most straightforward, and safest, way to modify the engine is to purchase a new, high-end
CDI module ignition and have the part custom-designed to match the Razz engine. Certain auto
mechanics will have computer-controlled design machines that can adjust the CDI to fit exactly
with Razz specifications. The new ignition will be designed without the speed restricti
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ons of the factory-made model, and allow for higher speeds. If this modification has been
achieved, it is important not to drive the Razz at speeds exceeding 30 miles per hour. The
vehicle will become less stable as speeds increase and, therefore, more dangerous to drive.
Yamaha stopped producing the Razz in , so all new owners will be obtaining used versions of
the scooter. At the time of purchase, many vintage scooters will not have been used for a long
period of time. To get a used Razz running, it is important to replace a few key components on
the vehicle that may have become damaged over time. First, replace the spark plugs on the
vehicle with new plugs. Drain the fuel tank and clean it with fresh water. Fill the tank with fresh
gasoline. Clean the carburetor, change the oil and get new transmission fluid. The Razz will
operate at a high level with these basic adjustments. He was hired in to work full-time for "Daily
Variety" and was soon promoted to production editor of Variety.

